The Totalitarian Attack on Community
Introduction
In the last two and a half years we have witnessed multiple attacks on British (and
international) people. These include: governmental militarised scaremongering using
behavioural psychology. Coerced vaccinations that do no medical good but cause
monumental medical harms, including death. Psychological destruction of a generation of
children, many of whom will be scarred for life. Planned murder of tens of thousands of old
people through false medical protocols.1 Various totalitarian social prohibitions that have
no proven efficacy but were known would cause extreme repercussions in business,
commercial efficiency, the economy, debt and so on; such as: lockdowns, social distancing,
facemasks, track and trace etc.
I have explained these attacks many times in great detail; however, here I wish to focus
upon a more social and spiritual issue that is often overlooked. This is the matter of the
attack on community, on social fellowship, and on spiritual association.
One of the devilish aims of the social constraints imposed (illegally) by government
recently has been to weaken and destroy social interaction.

The importance of social interaction
One of the first things any totalitarian government introduces is restraint of social
interaction and personal mobility. This usually goes hand in hand with termination of free
speech, issuance of lying propaganda through a controlled media, curtailing of freedom of
association, curfews, and a brutal, militarised police force. It is most clearly illustrated in
historic totalitarian Communism but also in nationalistic fascism.
Why the restriction of community?
Fascists understand the importance of people speaking earnestly to one another about the
ills of the day. Media control can achieve many things but in the end the power of
individuals speaking and sharing ideas with one another is more powerful.
When someone you trust shares information with you, you are likely to accept it. This, in
turn, will make you research these issues for yourself and formulate ideas in your mind,
and understanding of what is going on. As this strengthens in your understanding, this
makes you another evangelist for these ideas spreading to yet more people. Before long a
crusade is underway; a tidal wave of ideas that cannot be stopped by media lies. This then
starts revolutions that bring down evil governments.
The powers that be are frightened of the power of grass roots idea sharing between people.
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In fact this genocide of the elderly was what caused the Spring 2020 spike in excess deaths, not Covid. The
protocols include: Midazolam, morphine, Remdesivir and ventilators.
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What happened during the fake Covid crisis?
There was a concerted policy enforced by non-parliamentary government diktat to restrict
social interaction in multiple ways.
Facemasks
Facial expressions are a vital part of inter-personal communication. This is especially true
of infants and babies. Note how just a smile can affect the receiver of that smile. It can
improve their whole day.
We are designed to instinctively understand what facial expressions mean. In some cases
this can mean that a facial expression denies the tenor of what someone is saying; their
expression shows you that the opposite of what they are saying is true. Facial ticks can also
show that a person is lying; psychologists are taught what these ticks are (e.g. touching an
ear lobe).
A person’s facial expression goes a long way to show you that another person is genuine, is
telling the truth, is caring about you, is kind, and so on. Words coming out of a person’s
mouth are only half of the communication story. We are hard-wired to understand the
truth of communication by observing physical features.
The government ruined this by demanding that facemasks be worn all the time in public
spaces. This mandate came despite the government formerly saying that facemasks are
ineffective against a respiratory virus. They knew that facemasks did no good but
demanded that everyone wear them. This has continued in some circumstances (such as
the NHS) and is rumoured to be mandated this winter in the face of new non-threatening
epidemics.
Multiple medical scientists have demonstrated time and time again in scientific journals
that facemasks are pointless. Furthermore they cause immense medical harm when used
continually for hours. These harms include: hypoxia, CO2 build up, bacterial infections,
cognitive degeneration, and cancer. Despite this, media propaganda and Big Tech
censorship have stopped these facts being understood by the bulk of the population.
Totalitarians feel that it is vital that people do not understand the facts about facemasks, a
tool that will now be mandated whenever the government sees fit, because it is vital to
hinder social interaction. So great was the government’s fearmongering campaigning that
many people choose of their own volition to continue to wear masks even when they were
not mandated.
Facemasks are a tool to restrict social interaction and you should avoid wearing them at all
costs.
Social distancing
What was the supposed purpose of social distancing? It was to hinder the spread of a virus.
Thus the claim was that standing six feet away from an infected person was sufficient to
keep you safe from transmission.
Somehow the whole population bought this nonsense, even when they knew from
experience that an infected person in a theatre could infect the whole audience. Viruses,
according to virologists, can travel 23 miles in the air. This should be common sense since
much bigger spiders and flies can travel many miles across land on a breeze and even miles
into the stratosphere.
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Yet the government, that knew these facts, still sought to impose social distancing with
sanctions from brutal police officers, fines, arrests and imprisonment. Why?
The real reason is that they wanted to curtail social interaction. They sought to stop people
chatting to each other in supermarket queues. They wanted to make people afraid to speak
to another human being for fear of their life. They did not want the happenstance sharing
of ideas, which could make people think for themselves and question policy.
Lockdowns
Again this was known from the start to have no effect whatsoever in stopping a viral
transmission in a community. It could hinder it perhaps but the virus will infect who it can
until herd immunity is achieved and it becomes endemic.
Never in history had the quarantine of healthy people been considered as a necessary
action to stop disease transmission. Quarantine of the sick is sensible, but not for the
healthy. Despite this the whole nation (apart from essential services who would spread the
virus) was locked-down. This had formerly been a prison term used to restrict
ungovernable prisoners. The whole nation was locked up!
Now this had foreseeable drastic consequences in every area of life, not least the near
destruction of the economy and creating future inflation. So why was it imposed?
The reason had nothing to do with stopping a virus dead in its tracks because it can’t. It
was a means of social control. It was to stop people talking to each other; even stop
families from seeing each other – with all the psychological harms which that creates (such
as leaving frail elderly relieves in isolation when they needed comfort).
In addition, all centres of social communication were severed: libraries were closed, folk
clubs shut down – along with Blues clubs, Jazz clubs and all hobby clubs. Drinking clubs
were closed down. For a time pubs were closed, and later opened under commanded
protocols that prohibited people speaking to each other normally (no standing at a bar,
social distancing of tables, wearing masks when leaving a table etc.). All places where social
interaction and communication was a normal event were shut down.
Along with facemasks and social distancing, this was a control experiment in social
restriction in preparation for future social engineering. How far would people comply with
nonsensical demands that contributed to their own harm? [Sadly, 90% of people were
happy to submit to stupid and even dangerous restrictions.]
Stopping people from seeing each other, and talking freely, is a fundamental policy of
totalitarian states.

Cancellation of religious worship
The people in control of the world hate God and therefore they hate Christianity. The
prime target of government repression will be against the church. Note that this occurred
in authoritarian Roman imperial persecutions in the early church. It also happened in the
Bolshevik revolution (funded and enacted by Jews and Freemasons) that resulted in the
death of millions of Christians, clergy and the destruction of thousands of churches (now
being rebuilt by Putin); which was an experimental precursor for the end-time totalitarian
state.
Thus in the recent experiment in totalitarian control of society the church was directly
attacked and shut down for months on end. Sadly most Christian leaders were already so
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deceived that they willingly complied with this atrocity, thus proving their inability to be a
discerning church leader at all.
The point of this was: a) to stop believers from corporately communing with God and b) to
stop them from communicating with each other. If the fellowship of people in the world is
to be feared by the totalitarians, then the communing of believers is to be greatly feared
because they have spiritual power.
Spiritual fellowship enables individual Christians to absorb information from other
Christians and enhance their conscience. This in turn will lead them to pray in a certain
direction. Such prayers are a threat to the Devil. Stopping Christians from basic fellowship
helped to stop the flow of ideas in the churches and thus hinder the understanding of what
was going on. This meant that prayer was unfocused and weakened.
That this worked is proved by the fact that most churchgoers utterly believed the
government’s satanic deception and fully complied with policies that were illegal even
under British Common Law, let alone the law of God. Every believer failing to fellowship
committed sin and needs to repent.
The point is that totalitarian governments seek to stop the communing of Christians as a
priority.

Why community is vital
The concept of community in human society is deeply connected to the reality of the
Godhead.
Mankind is meant to be a reflection of the nature of God. In a fallen world this is now
chiefly to be represented in the Christian church. The true church is the illustration of the
nature of God in the world.
What is the Godhead? It is the loving community of the Trinity. It is the perfect
relationships of God the Father, God the Son and God the Holy Spirit interacting with each
other in infinite perfect harmony. Every action and thought of each Person of the Trinity is
in perfect recognition and harmony with every other Person. Each person is in complete,
perfect unity with each other.
Now this perfect community is what is the fundamental to be modelled in human
communities on earth. Society is divinely designed to be the illustration of the divine
community acting in love, peace, compassion, goodness, and righteousness to each other.

Why community is being destroyed
The work of Satan at the end is to so dominate society, through Luciferian proxies in
control, to reverse what society is meant to be. The Devil desperately seeks to stop society
being a divine reflection and instead become a model of Satanic character: full of lies,
deception, selfishness, hedonism, narcissism, pride, hubris, arrogance, cruelty and death.
This is why governments, under the control of satanic proxies, are not only seeking to
dominate and control citizens, but they are actively seeking to hinder social expression by
imposing restrictions on fellowship. They know that human communion will be a threat to
their toleration designs.
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This is also why all the establishment organs (e.g. bankers, financiers, corporatists, NGO
heads, senior politicians, etc.) are equally committed to clamping down on free speech and
censoring all those that speak the truth. The heads of society are all committed to a satanic
agenda that seeks to control all social interactions.

Conclusion
Communication is vital in a healthy society. This is why free speech is so important and
why it is currently being constrained in every way. Acts going through Parliament at the
moment (such as the Online Safety Bill) will terminate any pretence of free speech
remaining.
Speaking to each other and the sharing of ideas is so powerful at forming grass roots
solidarity that fascist governments must root it out. This is why all sorts of ridiculous
pretences (facemasks etc.) were brought in to stop personal communication.
We must focus on social interaction and transmitting ideas as much as we can. Use every
opportunity to spread the truth whenever you can at whatever level. Witnessing to Christ is
of course the most important communication of truth, but you can build trust with people
by telling them important truths so that they will later listen to your evangelisation as well.
Tell the truth to everyone all the time. Each truth spoken in this world is a thorn in the side
of the enemy. Focus on sharing the truth.
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